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We use a three-dimensional
climatemodel,the GoddardInstitutefor SpaceStudies(GISS) model II
with 8ø by 10ø horizontalresolution,to simulatethe globalclimateeffectsof time-dependentvariations
of atmospherictrace gasesand aerosols. Horizontal heat transport by the ocean is fixed at values
estimated for today's climate, and the uptake of heat perturbationsby the ocean beneath the mixed
layer is approximatedas vertical diffusion. We make a 100-yearcontrol run and perform experiments
for three scenariosof atmosphericcomposition.These experimentsbegin in 1958 and includemeasured

or estimated
changes
in atmospheric
CO2,CH4,N20, chlorofluorocarbons
(CFCs)and stratospheric
aerosolsfor the period from 1958 to the present. ScenarioA assumescontinuedexponentialtrace gas
growth, scenarioB assumesa reducedlinear growth of trace gases,and scenarioC assumesa rapid
curtailment of trace gas emissionssuch that the net climate forcing ceasesto increaseafter the year
2000. Principalresultsfrom the experimentsare as follows:(1) Global warntingto the level attainedat
the peak of the current interglacialand the previousinterglacialoccursin all three scenarios;however,
there are dramaticdifferencesin the levelsof future warming,dependingon trace gas growth. (2) The
greenhousewarnting should be clearly identifiable in the 1990s;the global warntingwithin the next
severalyears is predicted to reach and maintain a level at least three standarddeviationsabove the
climatologyof the 1950s. (3) Regionswhere an unambiguouswarmingappearsearliestare low-latitude
oceans,China and interior areas in Asia, and ocean areas near Antarctica and the north pole; aspects
of the spatialand temporaldistributionof predictedwarmingare clearlymodel-dependent,
implyingthe
possibility of model discrimination by the 1990s and thus improved predictions, if appropriate
observationsare acquired. (4) The temperaturechangesare sufficientlylarge to have major impactson
people and other parts of the biosphere,as shownby computedchangesin the frequencyof extreme
eventsand by comparisonwith previousclimate trends. (5) The model resultssuggestsome near-term
regional climate variations, despite the fixed ocean heat transport which suppressesmany possible
regional climate fluctuations;for example,during Ihe late 1980sand in the 1990sthere is a tendency
for greater than averagewarming in the southeasternand central United States and relatively cooler
conditionsor lessthan averagewarming in the western United Statesand much of Europe. Principal
uncertaintiesin the predictions involve the equilibrium sensitivityof the model to climate forcing, the
assumptionsregardingheat uptake and transport by the ocean, and the omissionof other less-certain
climate forcings.
1. INTRODUCTION

Studies of the climate impact of increasingatmospheric

CO2 havebeenmadeby meansof experiments
with threedimensional
(3D) climatemodelsin whichthe amountof CO2

volcaniceruptions[Lamb, 1970;Mitchell, 1970;Schneiderand
Mass, 1975; Pollack et al., 1976; Hansen et al., 1978, 1980;
Robock, 1981]. Still other radiative forcings,suchas changes

of solar irradiance, troposphericaerosols,and land surface
properties,
may also be significant,but quantitativeinformawas instantaneously
doubledor quadrupled,with the model
tion
is
insufficient
to define the trends of these forcings
then integrated forward in time to a new steady state
over
the
past
several
decades.
[Manabe and Wetheraid,1975; Manabe and Stottffer,1980;
In this paper we study the response of a 3D global
Hansenet al., 1984; Washingtonand Meehl, 1984; 135'lson
and
climate model to realistic rates of change of radiative
Mitchell, 1987]. These models all yield a large chmate
forcing mechanisms. The transient responseof the climate
impactat equilibriumfor doubledCO2, with globalmean
system on decadal time scales depends crucially on the
warmingof surfaceair betweenabout2øand5øC.
responseof the ocean, for which adequate understanding
However,observations
showthat CO2 is increasing
gradand dynamicalmodelsare not available. Our procedureis to
ually: its abundancewas 315 parts per million by volume
use
shnpleassumptionsabout ocean heat transport. Specifi(ppmv)in 1958when Keelinginitiatedaccuratemeasurements
cally
we assumethat during the next few decadesthe rate
and is now about 345 ppmv, with current mean annual
and
pattern
of horizontal ocean heat transport will remain
incrementsof about 1.5 ppmv [Keelinget al., 1982]. Also
there are at least two other known global radiative forcings unchanged and the rate of heat uptake by the ocean
beneath the mixed layer can be approximatedby diffusive
of comparable magnitude: growth of several other trace
mixing of heat perturbations. This "surprise-free"represengases[Wang et al., 1976;Lacis et al., 1981; Ramanathanet
tation of the ocean provides a first estimate of the global
al., 1985] and variations in stratosphericaerosols due to
transient climate responsewhich can be comparedboth to
observationsand to future simulations developed with a
Copyright1988by the AmericanGeophysicalUnion.
dynamicallyinteractive ocean. We include in this paper a
descriptionof the experimentsand an analysisof computed
Papernumber8DO369.
0148-0227/88/008D-0369505.00
temperature changes; other computed quantities, such as
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changesin the atmosphericgeneralcirculation,precipitation,
and seaice coverwill be presentedelsewhere.
The climate model employedin our studiesis describedin
section2. Results of a 100-yearcontrol run of this model,
with the atmosphericcompositionfixed, are briefly described

in section
3. Threescenarios
for atmospheric
tra•egases
and stratospheric
aerosolsare definedin section4. Results
of the climate

model

simulations

for these three

scenarios

are presented in section 5: section 5.1 examinesthe
predictedglobal warming and the issueof when the global
warnting should exceednatural climate variability;section
5.2 examinesthe spatial distribution of predicted decadal
temperature changes,and section 5.3 examinesshort-term
and local temperaturechanges. In section6, we summarize
the model predictionsand discussthe principalcaveatsand
assumptions
uponwhichthe resultsdepend.
Our transient climate experimentswere initiated in early

objectivewas to study equilibrium(t -. o0)climate changes,
computertime was savedby specifyingthe maximummixed
layer depth as 65 m and by allowingno exchangeof heat
between the mixed layer and the deeper ocean. In this
paper, since we are concernedwith the transient climate
response,we include the entire mixed layer with seasonally
varying depth specified from observations,as describedin
Appendix A, and (except in the control run) we allow
diffusive vertical heat transport beneath the level defined
by the annualmaximummixed layer depth. The globalmean
depth of this level is about 125 m and the effectiveglobal
diffusioncoefficientbeneathit is about 1 cm2 s-1.
The horizontaltransportof heat in the oceanis specified
from estimatesfor today'socean,varyingseasonallyat each
grid point, as describedin AppendixA. In our experiments
with changingatmosphericcomposition,we keep the ocean
horizontal heat transport (and the mixed layer depth)

1983,beingrun as a background
job on the GISS mainframe
computer,a general-purpose
machine(AmdahlV-6) of mid1970svintage. Results for scenarioA were reported at a
conferencein June 1984 [Shandsand Hoffman, 1987], and
results from all scenarioswere presented at several later

experiments.Our rationalefor this approachas a first step
is that it permits a realistic atmosphericsimulation and
simplifiesanalysisof the experiments. Initial experiments

conferences.

with an idealizedinteractiveatmosphere/ocean
modelsuggest

identical to that in the control run, i.e., no feedback of
climatechangeon oceanheat transportis permittedin these

that the assumptionof no feedback may be a good first
approximation for small climate perturbations in the
The atmosphericcomponentof the global climate model direction of a warmer climate [Bryan et al., 1984; Manabe
and Bryan, 1985]. In addition, experimentswith a zonal
we employ is describedand its abilities and limitations for
averageheat balancemodel suggestthat the global average
simulating today's climate are documented as model II
climate sensitivitydoes not depend strongly on the feed(Hansen et al. [1983], hereafter referred to as paper 1).
back
in the ocean heat transport [Wang et al., 1984].
The model solvesthe simultaneousequationsfor conservaHowever,
we stressthat this "surprise-free"representation
tion of energy,momentum,mass,and water vapor and the
of
the
ocean
excludesthe effects of natural variability of
equation of state on a coarse grid with nine atmospheric
layers and horizontal resolution8ø latitude by 10ø longitude. ocean transportsand the possibilityof switchesin the b.asic
The radiation calculationincludesthe radiativelysignificant mode of ocean circulation. Broecker et al. [1985], for
example,have suggestedthat sudden changesin the rate
atmosphericgases, aerosols, and cloud particles. Cloud
of
deepwaterformation may be associatedwith oscillations
cover and height are computed, but cloud opacity is
of the climate system. Discussionsof the transient ocean
specified as a function of cloud type, altitude, and thickresponse have been given by Schneiderand Thompson
ness. The diurnal and seasonalcyclesare included. The
[1981], Bryan et al. [1984], and others. We considerour
ground hydrologyand surfacealbedo dependupon the local
simple
treatment of the ocean to be only a first step in
vegetation. Snow depth is computed, and snow albedo
includes effects of snow age and masking by vegetation. studyingthe climate responseto a slowly changingclimate
The equilibriumsensitivity
of this modelfor doubledCO2 forcing, one which must be compared with results from
dynamicallyinteractiveocean modelswhen such models are
(315 ppmv -. 630 ppmv) is 4.2øCfor global mean surfaceair
temperature(Hansen et al. [1984], hereafter referred to as appliedto thisproblem.
paper 2). This is within, but near the upper end of, the
3. A 100 YFAR CONTROL RUN
range 3ø _+ 1.5øC estimated for climate sensitivity by
A 100-yearcontrol run of the model was carried out with
National Academy of Sciencescommittees[Chamey, 1979;
Smagorinsky,1982], where their range is a subjective the atmosphericcompositionfixed at estimated1958values.
estimate of the uncertainty based on climate-modeling Specifically,atmosphericgaseswhich are time-dependentin
studiesand empirical evidencefor climate sensitivity. The
laterexperiments
are set at the values315ppmvfor CO2,
sensitivityof our model is near the middle of the range 1400partsper billionbyvolume(ppbv)for CH4,292.6ppbv
obtained in recent studies with general circulation models for N20, 15.8 parts per trillion by volume (pptv) for
2. CLIMATE

MODEL

(GCMs) [Washington
and Meehl, 1984;paper2, 1984;Manabe
and Wetheraid,1987;Wilsonand Mitchell,1987].
Ocean temperatureand ice cover were specifiedclimatologicallyin the versionof model II documentedin paper 1.
In the experimentsdescribedhere and in paper 2, ocean
temperature and ice cover are computedbased on energy
exchangewith the atmosphere,ocean heat transport, and
the ocean's heat capacity. The treatments of ocean
temperatureand ice cover are nearly the same here as in
paper 2, with the following exception. In paper 2, sincethe

CC13F(F-11),and50.3pptvforCC12F
2 (F-12).
The ocean mixed layer depth varies geographicallyand
seasonally, based on climatological data specified in
AppendixA. No heat exchangeacrossthe level definedby
the annualmaximummixed layer depth was permittedin the
control run describedin this section. The purpose of this
constraintwas to keep the responsetime of the model short
enoughthat it was practicalto extendthe model integration
over several time constants,thus assuringnear-equilibrium
conditions. The isolatedmixed layer responsetime is 10-20
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Fig. 1.

Global-meanannual-meansurfaceair temperaturetrendin the 100-yearcontrolrun.

yearsfor a climatesensitivity
of 4øCfor doubledCO2, as
shownin paper 2. Note that the seasonalthermocline(i.e.,
the water between the base of the seasonalmixed layer and
the annualmaximummixed layer depth) can have a different
temperature each year; this heat storage and release can

affecttheinterannualvariabilityof surfacetemperature.
The variation of the global-meanannual-meansurfaceair
temperature during the 100-year control run is shown in
Figure 1. The global mean temperature at the end of the
run is very similar to that at the beginning,but there is
substantialunforced variability on all time scalesthat can
be examined,that is, up to decadaltime scales. Note that
an unforced change in global temperature of about 0.4øC
(0.3øC, if the curve is smoothedwith a 5-year running
mean) occurredin one 20-year period (years 50-70). The
standarddeviation about the 100-yearmean is 0.11øC. This
unforcedvariability of global temperaturein the model is
only slightlysmaller than the observedvariability of global
surfaceair temperaturein the past century,as discussedin
section5. The conclusionthat unforced(and unpredictable)
climate variability may account for a large portion of
climate change has been stressedby many researchers;for
example, Lorenz [1968], Hasse#•a•m [1976] and Robock
[1978].
The spatial distribution of the interannual variability of
temperature in the model is compared with observational
data in Plate 1. The geographicaldistributionof surfaceair
temperaturevariability is shown•in Plate la for the model
and

Plate

lb

for

observations.

The

standard

deviation

rangesfrom about 0.25øC at low latitudes to more than iøC
at high latitudes in both the model and observations. The
model's variability tends to be larger than observed over
continents; this arises mainly from unrealistically large
model variability (by about a factor of 2) over the continents in summer, as shown by the seasonal graphs of
Hansenand Lebedeff[1987]. The interannualvariability of
the zonal mean surface air temperature, as a function of
latitude and month, is shown in Plate lc and ld for the
model

and

observations.

The

seasonal

distribution

of

variability in the model is generally realistic, except that

the summer minimum in the northern hemisphereoccurs
about 1 month early. The interannual variability of
temperature as a function of height is more difficult to
check, because observations of sufficient accuracy are
limited to radiosondedata. J. Angell (private communication, 1987) has analyzed data from 63 radiosondestations,
averagedthe temperature change zonally, and tabulated the
data

with

a resolution

of

seven

latitude

bands

and

four

heights, the lowest of these heights being the surface air;
the interannual variability of the results is shown in Plate
lJ: Reasonsfor smaller variability in the model, Plate le,
probably include (1) identical ocean heat transport every
year, which inhibits occurrenceof phenomena such as E1
Nifio and the associatedvariability of upper air temperature,
and (2) stratosphericdrag in the upper model layer of the
nine-layermodel II, which reducesvariability in the stratosphereand upper troposphere,as shownby experiments-with
a 23-layerversion of the model which has its top at 85 km
[Rind et al., 1988].
We use theseinterannualvariabilitiesin section5 to help
estimatethe significanceof predicted climate trends and to
studywhere it shouldbe most profitable to searchfor early
evidenceof greenhouseclimate effects. We defer further
discussionof model variability and observedvariability to
that section.

4. RADIATIVEFORCINGIN SCENARIOS
A, B AND C
4.1.

Trace Gases

We define three trace gas scenarios to provide an
indicationof how the predicted climate trend dependsupon
trace gas growth rates. Scenario A assumesthat growth
rates of trace gas emissionstypical of the 1970s and 1980s
-will continue indefinitely; the assumed annual growth
averages about 1.5% of current emissions,so the net
greenhouseforcing increasesexponentially. ScenarioB has
decreasingtrace gas growth rates, such that the annual
increaseof the greenhouseclimate forcing remains approximately constantat the present level. Scenario C drastically
reducestrace gas growth between 1990 and 2000 such that
the greenhouseclimate forcing ceasesto increaseafter 2000.
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Plate 1. (Left) Interannualvariability (standarddeviation) of temperaturein the 100-yearcontrol run and (right) as
estimatedfrom observations. Plates la, lb, lc, and ld show the interannualvariability of surfaceair temperature, and
Plates le and If show the interannualvariabilityof the longitude-integrated
upper air temperature. (b) and (d) are
basedon 1951-1980 observationsat meteorologicalstationsanalyzedby Hansen and Lebedeff[1987]. Plate If is based
on 1958-1985radiosondedata analyzedbyAngell [1986]. Regionswithoutdata are black.
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The range of climate forcings covered by the three
scenariosis further increased by the fact that scenario A
includes the effect of several hypothetical or crudely
estimatedtrace gas trends (ozone, stratasphericwater vapor,
and minor chlorine and fluorine compounds)which are not
included
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in scenarios B and C.

These scenariosare designedto yield sensitivityexperiments for a broad range of future greenhouseforcings.
ScenarioA, since it is exponential,must eventuallybe on
the high side of reality in view of finite resource constraints and environmental concerns, even though the

growthof emissions
in scenario
A (=1.5%yr'l) is lessthan
theratetypical
of thepastcentury
(=4%yr4). Scenario
C

o... Q5

o

2.0

C02 + trace gases

is a more drasticcurtailmentof emissionsthan has generally
been imagined; it representselimination of chlorofluoro-

carbon(CFC) emissions
by 2000andreductionof CO2 and
other trace gas emissionsto a level such that the annual
growth rates are zero (i.e., the sourcesjust balance the
sinks) by the year 2000. Scenario B is perhaps the most
plausibleof the three cases.
The abundances of the trace gases in these three
scenariosare specifiedin detail in Appendix B. The net

1.5

doubledCO•_
Ramanathan
et al.(1985)

j••.j

<1 0.5

greenhouse
forcing,hTo,for thesescenarios
is illustratedin
Figure2; hTo is the computed
temperature
change
at equilibrium (t -, •0) for the given changein trace gas abundances,
with no climate feedbacksincluded [paper2]. ScenarioA

reachesa climateforcingequivalentto doubledCO2 in

CO2 + trace gases+ aerosols

about 2030, scenario B reaches that level in about 2060, and

1.5

scenario C never approachesthat level. Note that our
scenarioA goes approximatelythrough the middle of the
range of likely climate forcing estimated for the year 2030

I.O

by Ramanathan
et al. [1985],andscenario
B is nearthe
lowerlimitof theirestimated
range. Notealsothatthe

forcing
in scenario
A exceeds
thatforscenarios
B andC

for the period from 1958 to the present, even though the
forcing in that period is nominally based on observations;
this is because scenario A includes a forcing for some
speculativetrace gas changesin addition to the measured
ones(seeAppendixB).
Our climate model computes explicitly the radiative
forcing due to each of the above trace gases,using the
correlated k-distribution method [paper 1]. However, we

0.5
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Date

anticipate
thattheclimate
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global Fig.
2. Greenhouse
forcing
fortrace
gas
scenarios
A,B,and
C,

radiative
forcing
ATo is similarto firstorderfor different asdescribed
in thetext. AT is theequilibrium
greenhouse
o

gases,as supported
by calculations
for differentclimate warming
for no climate
feedbacks.
Thedoubled
CO2 levelof
forcingsin paper 2.

Thereforeresultsobtainedfor our

forcing,
ATo = 1.25øC,
occurs
whentheCO2 andtracegases
added

threescenarios
providean indication
of the expected after1958
provide
a forcing
equivalent
todoubling
CO2from315

chinate
response
fora verybroad
range
of assumptions
ppm
to630
ppm.
TheCO
plus
forcing
estimated
by
Ramanathan
et
al. [1985]
for 2
the
yeartrace
2030gas
is also
illustrated.
about trace gas trends. The forcing for any other scenario

ofatmospheric
trace
gases
canbecompared
tothese
three areincluded
afterthose
fromE1Chich6n
have
decayed
to

casesby computingATo(t
) with fornmlasprovidedin

Appendix
B.

the background strataspheric aerosol level.

The strata-

spheric
aerosols
in scenario
A arethusanextreme
case,

4.2. StratospheticAerosols
Stratasphericaerosolsprovide a secondvariable climate
forcingin our experiments.This forcingis identicalin all
three experimentsfor the period 1958-1985,during which

amountingto an assumptionthat the next few decadeswill
be similarto the few decadesbefore 1963,which were free
of anyvolcaniceruptionscreatinglarge strataspheric
optical
depths. ScenariosB and C in effect use the assumption

timethereweretwo substantial
volcaniceruptions,
Agungin
1963 and E1 Chich6nin 1982. In scenariosB and C,
additionallarge volcanoesare insertedin the year 1995
(identicalin propertiesto E1 Chich6n),in the year 2015
(identicalto Agung), and in the year 2025 (identicalto E1
Chich6n),whilein scenario
A no additionalvolcanicaerosols

that the meanstrataspheric
aerosolopticaldepthduringthe
nextfew decades
will be comparable
to that in the volcanicallyactiveperiod1958-1985.
The radiative forcing due to stratasphericaerosols
dependsupon their physicalpropertiesand global distribution. Sufficient observationaldata on strataspheric
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opacitiesand aerosol propertiesare availableto define the
stratosphericaerosolforcing reasonablywell during the past
few decades,as describedin Appendix B. We subjectively
estimate the uncertaintyin the global mean forcing due to
stratospheric
aerosolsas about25% for the periodfrom 1958
to the present. It shouldbe possibleeventuallyto improve
the estimatedaerosol forcing for the 1980s,as discussedin
AppendixB.
The global radiative forcing due to aerosolsand greenhouse gases is shown in the lower panel of Figure 2.
Stratosphericaerosolshave a substantialeffect on the net
forcing for a few years after major eruptions,but within a

1987], which does not contribute appreciablyto the variability (standarddeviation)of the observedglobal temperature. We conclude that, on a time scale of a few decades
or less, a warming of about 0.4øC is required to be significantat the 3a level (99% confidencelevel).
There is no obviouslysignificantwarming trend in either

the model or observations
for the period 1958-1985. During
the single year 1981, the observed temperature nearly
reached the 0.4øC level of warming, but in 1984 and 1985
the observed temperature was no greater than in 1958.
Early reports show that the observed temperature in 1987
again approached the 0.4øC level [Hansen and Lebedeff,
few decadesthe cumulative
CO2/tracegas warmingin 1988], principally as a result of high tropical temperatures
associatedwith an E1 Nifio event which was present for the
scenarios
A and B is muchgreaterthan the aerosolcooling.
full year. Analysesof the influence of previousE1 Nifios on
5. TRANSIENT SIMULATIONS
northern hemisphereupper air temperatures[Peixotoand
5.1. GlobalMean SurfaceAir Tetnperature
Oort, 1984] suggestthat global temperaturemay decreasein
the nextyear or two.
The global mean surface air temperature computedfor
The model predicts,however,that within the next several
scenariosA, B, and C is shownin Figure 3 and compared
years
the global temperaturewill reach and maintain a 3a
with observations,the latter based on analysesof Hansen
level
of global warming, which is obviously significant.
and Lebedeff[1987] updated to include 1986 and 1987 data.
Figure 3a is the annual mean result and Figure 3b is the 5- Although this conclusiondependsupon certain assumptions,
year running mean. In Figure 3a the temperaturerange suchas the climate sensitivityof the model and the absence
0.5ø-1.0øCabove 1951-1980 climatologyis noted as an of large volcanic eruptions in the next few years, as
estimate of peak global temperaturesin the current and discussedin Section 6, it is robust for a very broad range
about CO2 and trace gas trends,as illusprevious interglacial periods, based on several climate of assumptions
indicators [National Academy of Sciences(NAS), 1975]; tratedin Figure3.
Another conclusionis that global warming to the level
despite uncertaintiesin reconstructingglobal temperatures
attained
at the peak of the current interglacial and the
at those times, it is significant that recent interglacial
previous
interglacial
appearsto be inevitable;even with the
periodswere not muchwarmer than today.
drastic, and probably unrealistic,reductionsof greenhouse
Interpretation of Figure 3 requires quantificationof the
magnitude of natural variability in both the model and forcings in scenario C, a warming of 0.5øC is attained
within the next 15 years. The eventual warming in this
observationsand the uncertaintyin the measurements. As
mentioned in the description of Figure 1, the standard scenariowould exceed1øC,based on the forcing illustrated
deviationof the model'sglobal mean temperatureis 0.11øC in Figure 2 and the feedbackfactor f • 3.4 for our GCM
[paper2]. The 1øC level of warming is exceededduring the
for the 100-year control run, which does not include the
thermocline. The model simulations for scenariosA, B, and

next few decades in both scenariosA and B; in scenario A

C include the thermocline heat capacity,which slightly that level of warming is reached in less than 20 years and
reducesthe model's short-termvariability;however,judging in scenarioB it is reachedwithin the next 25 years.
from the results for scenario A, which has a smooth

variation of climate forcing, the model's standarddeviation
remains

about 0.1øC.

The

standard

deviation

about the 100-

year mean for the observedsurfaceair temperaturechange
of the past century (which has a strong trend) is 0.20øC;
it is 0.12øC after detrending [Hansen et al., 1981]. The
0.12øC detrendedvariability of observedtemperatureswas
obtained as the average standard deviation about the ten
10-yearmeansin the past century;if, instead,we compute
the average standard deviation about the four 25-year
means,this detrendedvariability is 0.13øC. For the period

1951-1980,which is commonlyused as a referenceperiod,
the standarddeviationof annual temperatureabout the 30year mean is 0.13øC. It is not surprisingthat the variability of the observed global temperature exceeds the
variabilityin the GCM control run, sincethe latter contains
no variable climateforcingssuchas changesof atmospheric
compositionor solar irradiance;also specificationof ocean
heat transport reduces interannual variability due to such
phenomenaas E1 Nifio/SouthernOscillationevents. Finally,
we

note

that

the

la

error

in

the

observations

due

to

incomplete coverage of stations is about 0.05øC for the
period from 1958 to the present [Hansen and Lebedeff,

5.2. SpatialDistribution
of DecadalTemperatute
Changes
5.2.1. Geographical
distribution. The geographicaldistribution of the predictedsurfaceair temperaturechangefor
the intermediate

scenario

B is illustrated

in the left-hand

column of Plate 2 for the 1980s, 1990s and 2010s. The

right-handcolumnis the ratio of this decadaltemperature
changeto the interannualvariability (standarddeviation)of
the local temperaturein the 100-yearcontrolrun (Plate la).
Since the interannualvariability of surfaceair temperature
in the model is reasonablysimilar to the variability in the
real world (Plate lb), this ratio providesa practicalmeasure
of when the predictedmean greenhousewarmingis locally
significant.
Averaged over the full decade of the 1980s, the model
showsa tendencytoward warming, but in most regionsthe
decadal-mean warming is less than the interannual variability of the annual mean. In the 1990s the decadal-mean
warming is comparable to the interannual variability for
many regions,and by the 2010s ahnost the entire globe has
very substantialwarming, as much as several times the
interannualvariabilityof the annualmean.
The warming is generallygreater over land than over the
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Fig. 3. Annual-mean global surfaceair temperature computedfor scenariosA, B and C. Observationaldata is from
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oceanand is greater at high latitudesthan at low latitudes,
beingespeciallylarge in regionsof sea ice. Regionswhere
the warming shows up most prominently in our model,
relative to the interannualvariability, are (1) low-latitude

oceanregionswhere the surfaceresponsetime is small (see
Figure 15 of paper 2) becauseof a shallowocean mixed
layer and small thermocline diffusion, specificallyregions
such as the Caribbean, the East Indies, the Bay of Bengal,
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and large parts of the Indian, Atlantic and Pacific Oceans
near or just north of the equator, (2) China, where the
model's variability is twice as large as the observed
variability;(comparewith Plate 1) and the interior downwind portion of the Eurasian continent, especially the
Kazakh-Tibet-Mongolia-Manchuriaregion, and (3) ocean
areas near Antarctica and the north pole, where sea ice
providesa positive climate feedback. The regionspredicted
to have earliest detectabilityof greenhousewarming are undoubtedly model dependent to some extent; as discussed
later, this model dependence,in conjunction with global
observations,may soon provide valuable information on
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5.2.3. Latitude-heightdistribution. The dependenceof
the predictedtemperaturechangeson altitude is investigated
in Plate 4, which showsthe predictedupper air temperature
change as a function of pressure and latitude (left-hand
side) and the ratio of this to the model's interannual
variability(right-handside). Althoughthe predictedgreenhousewarming in our climate model is greater in the upper
troposphere at low latitudes than it is at the surface, the

signal-to-noiseratio does not have a strong height dependence in the troposphere. The dominant characteristicof
the predicted atmospherictemperature change is stratospheric cooling with troposphericwarming. This characclimate mechanisms.
teristic could be a useful diagnosticfor the greenhouse
The predicted signal-to-noiseratio (AT/o) is generally effect, since, for example, a troposphericwarming due to
smaller at any given geographicallocation than it is for the
increasedsolar irradianceshouldbe accompaniedby only a
global mean (Figure 3), becausethe noise is significantly slight stratosphericcooling(conaparewith Figure 4 in paper
reducedin the global average. Thus for the singlepurpose 2). However,the large signal-to-noise
for the stratospheric
of detectinga greenhousewarnting trend, the global mean
coolingin Plate 4 is partly an artifact of the unrealistically
temperature provides the best signal. The geographical small variability at stratosphericlevels in our nine-layer
model; the model predictions there need to be studied
distributionof the predicted global temperaturechangealso
further with a model which has more appropriate vertical
can be used for "optimal weighting" of global data to
structure.
enhanceearly detection of a climate trend [Bell, 1982], but
the impact of such weighting is modest and model
5.2.4. Compaffsonswith observations.Global maps of
dependent.
observedsurfaceair temperaturefor the first 7 years of the
Our results suggest that the geographical patterns of
1980'sshowmeasurablewarnting,comparedto observations
model predicted temperature change, in combination with
for 1951-1980, especiallyin central Asia, northern North
observations,shouldbecomevaluable soon for discriminating America, the tropics,and near somesea ice regions[Hansen
among alternative model results, thus providing information
et al., 1987]. There are general similaritiesbetween these
on key climate processeswhich in turn may help narrow the
observedpatterns of warnting and the model results (Plate
range for predictionsof future climate.For example,Plate 2
2); the magnitudeof the warming is typicallyin the range
showsa strong warming trend in sea ice regions bordering 0.5-1.0o defined in Plate 1. Perhapsa more quantitative
the Antarctic continent;on the contrary,the ocean atmos- statement could be made by using the observational and
phere model of S. Manabe and K. Bryan (private communi- model data in detection schemeswhich optimally weight
different geographical regions [e.g., Bell, 1982; Barnett,
cation, 1987) showscoolingin this region for the first few
decades
afteran instantdoublingof atmospheric
CO2. The 1986]. The significanceof suchcomparisonsshouldincrease
contrary results probably arise from different heat transafter data are availablefor the last few years of the 1980s,
ports by the oceans in the GISS and GeophysicalFluid
which are particularly warm in the model. However,
DynamicsLaboratory(GFDL) models. As a secondexample, informationfrom the pattern of surfacewarming is limited
our model yields a strongwarming trend at low latitudes as
by the fact that similar patterns can result from different
doesthe British MeteorologicalOffice (BMO) model [Wilso•z climateforcings[Manabeand Wetheraid,1975;paper2].
and Mitchell, 1987],while the GFDL and National Center for
Comparisonsof temperature changes as a function of
AtmosphericResearch (NCAR) models [Washi•gton
height may be more diagnosticof the greenhouseeffect, as
Meehl, 1984] yield minimal warming at low latitudes. The
mentioned earlier. Analysis of radiosonde data for the
contraryresults in this case may arise from the treatments period 1960-1985by Angell [1986]suggests
a globalwarming
of moist convection, as the GISS and BMO models use
of about 0.3øCin the 300 to 850-mbar region and a cooling
of about 0.5øC in the 100 to 300-mbar and 50 to 100-mbar
penetrativeconvectionschemesand the GFDL and NCAR
models use a moist adiabatic adjustment. Judging from
regionsover that 25-yearperiod. Although the warming in
Plate 2, the real world laboratory may provide empirical the lower troposphereand cooling in the stratosphereare
consistentwith our model results (Plate 4), the upper
evidencerelatingto suchclimatemechanisms
by the 1990s.
tropospheric
(100-300 mbar) coolingis not. The temperature
5.2.2. Latitude-seasondistribution. The dependenceof
the predicted temperaturechangeson seasonis investigated changesare about 0.5-1o, based on the natural variability in
the model and observations(Plate 1). Note that our
in Plate 3, which showsthe predicted surface air temperature changefor scenarioB as a function of latitude and illustratedmodel resultsare for the period 1980-1989.
None of the climate models which have been applied to
month (left-hand side) and the ratio of this to the
model'sinterannualvariability(right-handside). Although the greenhouseclimate problem yield upper tropospheric
cooling as found in observationsby Angell [1986]. If this
the largestATs are at high latitudes and in the winter, the
characteristic of the observations persists over the next
variability is also largest at high latitudes and in the
several years, as the modeled temperature changesreach
winter. Considering also the differences between the
higher levels of mathematical significance,it will suggest
model'svariabilityand observedvariability(Plate 1), Plate 3
suggests
that the best place to look for greenhousewarming either a common problem in the models or that we need to
include additional climate forcing mechanisms in the
in the surface air may be at middle and low latitudes in
analyses. Although the trend in the observationsis not yet
both hemispheres,with the signal-to-noisein summerbeing
as great or greater than in winter.
clear, it is perhaps worthwhile to point out examples of
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mechanismswhich could produce a discrepancybetween

in Figure 3. The relative warmingsare consistentwith the
global radiative forcings for the three scenariosshown in
Concerningpossible common model problems, a prime Figure 2; the greater forcing in scenarioA arises partly
a priori candidatewould be the modeling of moist convec- from greater trace gas abundancesand partly from the
tion, since it is a principal processdeterminingthe vertical assumedabsenceof largevolcaniceruptions.
temperaturegradient. However, the treatment of convection
Featuresin the predictedwarmingcommonto all scenarios
in the models(GFDL, GISS, NCAR and BMO) rangesfrom
include a tendencyfor the greatestwarming to be in sea
moist adiabaticadjustmentto penetratingconvection,and all
ice regionsand land areas, as opposedto the open oceans.
of these modelsobtain strongupper troposphericwarming. At high latitudes the warming is greater in winter than in
A more likely candidate among internal model deficiencies summer. We also notice a tendencyfor certain patternsin
may be the cloud feedback. Although some of the models the warming, for example,greater than averagewarming in
include dynamical/radiativecloud feedback,they do not the eastern United States and less warming in the western
include optical/radiativefeedbacks. For example,it is United States. Examination of the changesin sea level
possible that the opacity of (upper tropospheric)cirrus pressureand atmosphericwinds suggests
that this pattern in
clouds may increase in a warming climate; this would the model may be related to the ocean'sresponsetime; the
increasethe greenhouseeffect at the surface,while causing relatively slow warming of surface waters in the mid
Atlantic off the Eastern United States and in the Pacific off
a coolingin the uppertroposphere.
A good candidate for changingthe temperature profile
California tends to increase sea level pressurein those
among climate forcingsis changeof the vertical profile of
ocean regions and this in turn tends to cause more
ozone, since some observationssuggestdecreasingozone southerly winds in the eastern United States and more
amountsin the upper troposphereand stratospherealong northerlywinds in the westernUnited States. However, the
with increasesin the lower troposphere[Bolleet al., 1986]. tendencyis too small to be apparent every year; in some
Another candidateclimate forcing is changeof the atmos- years in the 1990s the eastern United States is cooler than
pheric aerosol distribution;as discussedin Appendix B, it
climatology(the control run mean) and often the western
will be possibleto specifychangesof stratospheric
aerosols United States is substantiallywarmer than climatology.
in the 1980smore accuratelythan we have attemptedin this Moreover, these regional patterns in the warming could be
paper, but little information is available on changesin
modified if there were major changes in ocean heat
tropospheric aerosols. Still another candidate climate transports.
forcing is solar variability; although changesof total solar
5.3.2. July maps. We examinein Plate 6 the temperature
irradiance such as reported by I4q!lsonet al. [1986] would changesin a singlemonth (July) for severaldifferentyears
not yield opposite responses in the upper and lower
of scenarioB. In the 1980s the global warming is small
troposphere,changesin the spectraldistributionof the solar
comparedto the natural variability of local monthly mean
irradiancemay have a more complicatedeffect on tempera- temperature;thus any given locationis about as likely to be
ture profiles.
cooler than climatologyas warmer than climatology,and, as
These examplespoint out the need for observationsof the
shown in Plate 6, the area with cool temperaturesin a
different climate forcing mechanismsand climate feedback given July is about as great as the area with warm temperaprocessesduring coming years as the greenhouse effect tures. But by the year 2000 there is an obvioustendency
increases.
Such observations
are essential if we are to
for it to be warm in more regions,and by the year 2029 it
reliably interpret the causes of climate change and the
is warm almosteverywhere.
implicationsfor further change.
Monthly temperatureanomaliescan be readily noticedby
the average person or "man in the street". A calibration
5.3. Short-TermandLocal Temperature
Changes
of the magnitude of the model predicted warming can be
Although long-term large-area averages increase the
obtainedby comparisonof Plate 6 with maps of observations
signal-to-noiseratio of greenhouseeffects, it is important for recentyears, as publishedby Hansen et al. [1987] using
to also examine the model predictions for evidence of
the same color scale as employedhere. This comparison
greenhouseeffects on the frequencyand global distribution showsthat the warm eventspredicted to occurby the 2010s
model

and observations.

of short-term

climate

disturbances.

Such studies will

be

and

2020s

are

much

more

severe

than

those

of

recent

needed to help answerpractical questions,such as whether
the greenhouseeffect has a role in observed local and
regionalclimatefluctuations.
We illustrate here samplesof model results at seasonal
and monthly temporal resolutions, and we estimate the
effect of the temperature changes on the frequency of
extremetemperaturesat specificlocales. The object is not
to make predictionsfor specific years and locations,but
rather to provide some indication of the magnitude of
practicalimpactsof the predictedtemperaturechanges.
5.3.1. Summerand wintermaps. We comparein Plate 5
the computedtemperaturechangesin scenariosA, B, and C
for June-July-Augustand December-January-Februaryof
the 1990s. In both seasonsthe warming is much greater in

experience,such as the July 1986 heat wave in the southern
United States,judging from the area and magnitudeof the
hot regions.
5.3.3. Frequency of extreme events. Although the
greenhouseeffect is usually measured by the change of
mean temperature, the frequency and severity of extreme
temperatureeventsis probably of greater importanceto the
biosphere. Both plants and animalsare affectedby extreme
temperatures, and regions of habitability are thus often
definedby the rangeof localtemperatures.
We estimate the effect of greenhousewarming on the
frequencyof extreme temperaturesby adding the modelpredictedwarming for a given decadeto observedlocal daily
temperaturesfor the period 1950-1979. This procedureis

scenario A than in scenarios B and C, as also illustrated

intended

to minimize

the effect of errors in the control run
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Fig. 4. Distribution of daily maximum and daily minimum temperatures in January and July for 10 grid boxes
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eachgrid box is subtractedout first, before computingthe meandistributionfor the 10 grid boxes.

climatolo•, which are typically several degrees Centigrade.
The principal assumptionin this procedure is that the shape
of the temperature distribution about the mean will not
changemuch as the greenhousewarming shifts the mean to
higher values. We tested this assumption, as shown in
Figure 4 for the 10 grid boxes which approximatelycover
the United States, and found it to be good. The illustrated
case is the most extreme in our scenarios,the decade of the

2050sof scenarioA, for which the global mean warmingis
about 4øC. Note in particular that there is no evidence
that the distribution toward high temperatures in the
summerbecomescompressedtoward the mean as the mean
increases;indeed, the small changein the distributionwhich
occursis in the senseof greater variability, suggestingthat
our assumptionof no changein the distributionwill yield a
conservativeestimate for the increasein the frequencyof
hot events.

We also examined the effect of the greenhousewarming
on the amplitude of the diurnal cycle of surface air

this effect in our estimatesof changesin the frequenciesof
extreme temperatures.

The estimated change in the mean number of days per
year with temperature exceeding95øF (35øC), minimum
temperatureexceeding75øF(= 24øC),and minimumtemperature below 32øF (0øC) is shown in Figure 5 for several
cities. The scenario results were obtained by adding the
mean decadalwarming (relative to the last 9 years of the
control run) of the four model grid points nearesteach city
to the 1950-1979 observed temperatures. We employ a
broad-area 10-year mean change, so that the variability is
providedprincipallyby the observedclimatology.
The results in Figure 5 illustrate that the predicted
changesin the frequency of extreme events in the 1990s
generally are less than the observedinterannual variability,
but the changes become very large within the next few
decades. The large effectsare not a result of unusuallocal
resultsin the model'scomputedAT. The computedwarmings
in the United States are typical of other land areas in the

temperature.In our doubledCO2 experiment
[paper2] the

model.For the caseof doubled
CO2,whichwe cancompare

diurnal cycle over land areas decreasedby 0.7øC, with
greatest changesat low latitudes; for grid boxes in the
United Statesthe changesof diurnal amplitude ranged from
a decreaseof 0.8øC to an increaseof 0.5øC. The changes
of diurnal amplitude in the transient experimentsvaried
from grid box to grid box, but did not exceedseveraltenths
of a degree centigrade. Thus for simplicitywe neglected

with other models, the warming we obtain in the United
States (about 4.5øC, see paper 2) is intermediatebetween
the warmingsin the GFDL [Manabe and Wetheraid,1987]
andNCAR [Washington
andMeehl, 1984]models.
Even small temperature changes of less than the
interannual variability can be noticeable to the man in
the street and can have significant impacts on the bio-
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Fig.5. Climatologyand model-basedestimatesof future frequencyof extremetemperaturein severalcities,specifically:dayswith maximumtemperatureabove95øF(35øC),dayswith minimumtemperatureabove75øF(=24øC),and days
with minimumtemperaturebelow35øF(0øC). Climatologyis for the 3 decades1950-1979;the longand shortbars(and
the dottedand dashedhorizontallines)specifythe interannualand interdecadal
variability(standarddeviation),respectively, for these 30 years of data. A, B and C representtrace gasscenariosA, B, and C. The vertical scalefor days
with T < 32øF(0øC)is a factorof 2 lessthanthe scalefor the other twoquantities.
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1990sand the first decadeof the next century. Thus there
remains a substantiallikelihood of a cold seasonat any
givenlocationfor manyyearsinto the future.
We concludedearlier that the magnitudeof global mean
greenhousewarming should be sufficientlylarge for scientific identification by the 1990s. We infer from the
computedchange in the frequency of warm summersthat
the man in the street is likely to be ready to accept that
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F_Lstimate
of the probability of the summer being "hot",

shown for two locations for scenarios A, B, and C.

A "hot"

summer is one in which the mean temperature exceeds a value
which was chosen such that one third

of the summers

were

"hot" in

1950-1979 observations.The estimatedprobability for hot summers
in the 1990s is shown by the shaded region for the range of
scenarios.

sphere. As one measure of the detectability of local
greenhousewarming, we consider the frequency of warm
summers. We arbitrarily define the 10 warmest summers
(June-July-August)in the period 1950-1979 as "hot," the 10
coolest as "cold," and the middle 10 as "normal." The

impact of the model-computed
warmingon the frequencyof
hot summersis illustrated in Figure 6 for the region of
Washington,D.C., basedon the four grid boxescoveringthe
eastern part of the United States, and for the region of
Omaha, based on the four independentwest-centralgrid
boxes. In both regions by the 1990s the chance of a hot
summer exceeds 50% in all three scenarios,and it exceeds
70% in scenario A.

With hot, normal and cold summersdefined by 1950-1979
observationsas describedearlier, the climatologicalprobability of a hot summer could be representedby two faces
(say painted red) of a six-faced die. Judging froin our
model, by the 1990s three or four of the six die faces will
be red. It seemsto us that this is a sufficient "loading"of
the dice that it will

be noticeable

to the man

in the street.

We note, however, that if, say, a blue die face is used for a
cold summer, there is still one blue die face in both the
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conclusion.

We

also conclude

that

if the world

follows a coursebetween scenariosA and B, the temperature changes within several decades will become large
enough to have major effects on the quality of life for
mankindin manyregions.
The computedtemperature changesare sufficientto have
a large impact on other parts of the biosphere. A warnting
of 0.5øC per decade implies typically a poleward shift of
isothermsby 50 to 75 km per decade. This is an order of
magnitude faster than the major climate shifts in the
paleoclimate record, and faster than most plants and trees
are thought to be capable of naturally nilgrating [Davis,
1988]. Managed crops will need to be adapted to more
extreme conditionsin many locales. For example,following
the suggest/onof S. Schneider(private communication,1987)
we estimated the effect of greenhouse warming on the
likelihood of a run of 5 consecutivedays with maximum
temperatureabove 95øF. Observationsat Omaha, Nebraska
for the 30-year period 1950-1979 show 3 years per decade
with at least one such run of 95øF temperatures. With the
warming from our model this becomes5 years per decadein
the 1990sin scenarioA (4 years per decadein scenariosB
and C), 7 years per decade in the 2020s in scenarioA (6
years per decade in scenario B and 4 years per decade in

scenario
C), and9 yearsper decadefor doubledCO2. Such
temperature extremes are thought to be harmful to corn
productivity [Meams et al., 1984]; thus these results imply
that the impact on crops can be very nonlinear with
increasingmean temperature. Another exampleof nonlinear
response by the biosphere to increasing temperature is
evidence that many coral populations expell their symbiotic
algaewhen water temperaturerisesabove about 30øC,which
leads to death of the coral if temperatures remain in that
range, as evidenced by recent events in the tropics
[Roberts,1987].
Negative impactsof greenhousewarming on the biosphere
are undoubtedlygreatest in regions where speciesare close
to maximum temperature tolerance limits. Such impactsmay
be at least partially balanced by improved opportunitiesfor
productive life in other regions. Also the "fertilization"

effecton cropsdueto increasing
atmospheric
CO2 [Lemon,
1983] and other greenhouseclimate effects such as changes
in precipitation [Manabe and Wetheraid, 1987] may have
impacts besides that of the temperature change. Our
intention here is only to show that temperature changes
themselvescan have a major impact on life and that these
effectsmay begin to be felt soon. We emphasizethat it is
the possibility of rapid climate change which is of most
concernfor the biosphere;there may not be sufficient time
for many biosystemsto adapt to the rapid changesforecast
for scenarios A and B.

6. DISCUSSION

Our simulationsof the global climate responseto realistic
time-dependent changes of atmospheric trace gases and
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aerosolsyield the following results: (1) global warming
within the next few decadesat least to the maximumlevels
achievedduring the last few interglacialperiods occursfor
all the trace gas scenarioswhich we consider, but the
magnitude of further warming dependsgreatly on future
trace gas growth rates; (2) the global greenhousewarming
shouldrise above the level of natural climate variability
within the next severalyears,and by the 1990sthere should
be a noticeableincreasein the local frequencyof warm
events;(3) some regionswhere the warming should be
apparentearliestare low-latitudeoceans,certaincontinental
areas,and sea ice regions;the three-dimensional
pattern of
the predictedwarming is model-dependent,
implyingthat
appropriateobservations
can provide discrimination
among

greenhouseforcing is considerablygreater. Therefore our
procedurehas been to considera broad range of trace gas
scenariosand to provideformulae (AppendixB) which allow
calculationof where the climate forcing of any alternative
scenariofits within the range of forcings defined by our
scenarios
A, B, andC.
We emphasizethat as yet greenhouse
gas climateforcing
does not necessarilydominate over other global climate
forcings. For example,measurements
from the Nimbus 7
satelliteshowthat the solar irradiancedecreasedby about
0.1% over the period 1979 to 1985 [14qllsonet al., 1986;
FrOhlich,1987]. As shownby the formulaein AppendixB,
this represents
a negativeclimateforcingof the sameorder
of magnitudeas the positiveforcingdue to the increaseof

alternativemodelrepresentations
and thuslead to improved
climate predictions;(4) the temperature changes are
sufficientlylarge to have major impactson man and his
environment,as shownby computedchangesin the frequencyof extremeeventsand by comparison
with previous
climatetrends;(5) somenear-termregionalclimatevaria-

tracegasesin the sameperiod. The observedtrendimplies
the existenceof significantsolar irradiancevariationson
decadaltime scales,
but it doesnot provideinformationover
a sufficientperiodfor inclusionin our presentsimulations.
The greenhousegas forcing has increasedmore or less
monotonically,
at least since1958;thus the greenhouse
gas

tions are suggested;
for example,there is a tendencyin the
model for greater than averagewarmingin the southeastern
and centralUnited Statesand relativelycoolerconditionsor
lessthan averagewarming in the westernU.S. and much of
Europe inthelate 1980sandin the 1990s.
In this sectionwe summarizethe principal assumptions
uponwhich theseresultsdepend. In the subsection
6.5 we
stressthe need for global observationsand the development

chinate forcing in the 1980s including the "unrealized"
warming [Hansenet al., 1985] due to gasesadded to the
atmospherebefore the 1980s probably exceedsthe solar
irradianceforcing, unlessthere has been a consistentsolar
trend for 2 decades or more. If the solar irradiance
continuesto decreaseat the rate of 1979-1985 it could
reducethe warmingpredictedfor the 1990s;on the other
hand, if the decline of solar irradiancebottoms out in the

of morerealisticmodels.

late 1980's,as recent data suggest[lgqllsonand Hudson,

1988], and if the irradiance begins an extended upward
trend, it is possible that the rate of warming in the next
decadecouldexceedthat in our presentscenarios.Continued
The climate model we employhas a global mean surface
monitoring of the solar irradiance is essential for interair equilibrium
sensitivity
of 4.2øCfor doubledCO2. Other pretation of near-term climate change and early identifirecent GCMs yield equilibrium sensitivitiesof 2.5ø-5.5øC,
cationof greenhouse
warming.
and we have presentedempiricalevidencefavoringthe range
Stratosphericaerosols also provide a significant global
2.5ø-5øC(paper2). Reviewsby the National Academyof
climate forcing, as evidencedby the effects of Mr. Agung
Sciences[Chamey, 1979; Smago•insk3:
, 1982] recommended
(1963) and E1 Chich6n (1982) aerosolson our computed
the range 1.5ø-4.5øC,while a more recent review by
global temperatures. Thus if a very large volcaniceruption
Dickinson[1986]recommended1.5ø-5.5øC.
occurredin the next few years, it could significantlyreduce
Forecast temperature trends for time scales of a few
the projected warming trend for several years. On the
decadesor less are not very sensitiveto the model's equilother hand, if there are no major volcaniceruptionsin the
ibrium climate sensitivity[Hansenet al., 1985]. Therefore
remainder of the 1980s or the 1990s, that would tend to
climate sensitivity would have to be much smaller than
favor more rapid warming than obtainedin scenariosB and
4.2øC,say 1.5-2øC, in order to modify our conclusions
sigC, which assumed an eruption in the mid-1990s of the
nificantly. Although we have argued [paper2] that such a
magnitude of E1 Chich6n. Interpretation of near-term
small sensitivityis unlikely, it would be useful for the sake
climate change will require monitoring of stratospheric
of comparisonto have GCM simulationsanalogousto the
aerosols,aswell as solar irradiance.
ones we presentedhere, but with a low climate sensitivity.
Other climate forcings, such as changesin tropospheric
Until such a studyis completed,we can only state that the
aerosolsor surface albedo, are also potentially significant
observedglobal temperature trend is consistentwith the
(AppendixB); they probably are important on a regional
"high" climate sensitivityof the present model. However,
basis,and perhapsinfluencethe temperatureof the entire
extractionof the potential empirical informationon climate
northern hemisphere. Examples of changing aerosol
sensitivitywill require observationsto reduce other uncertainties, as described below.
The needed observations abundanceinclude the arctic haze, long-range transport of
desert aerosols,and perhaps urban and rural aerosolsof
include other climate forcings and key climate processes
anthropogenicorigin. Significantsurfacealbedovariations
suchasthe rate of heat storagein the ocean.
maybe associated
with large-scaledeforestationand desertification, but available information on trends is not suffi6.2. ClimateForcings
cientlyquantitativefor inclusionin our global simulations.
6.1. ClimateSensitivity

Climateforcingdueto increasing
atmospheric
greenhouse It is desirablethat calibratedlong-termmonitoringof
gasesin the period from 1958to the presentis uncertainby
perhaps20% (Appendix B); the uncertaintyabout future

tropospheric
aerosolsand surfacealbedobe obtainedin the
future.
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6.3. OceanHeat Storageand Transport
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equilibrium between the initial ocean surface temperature

Ourocean
model
isbased
ontheassumption
thatforthe andtheatmospheric
forcing.Global
temperature
peaked
small climateforcingsof the past few decadesand the next

about 1940 and was level or declined slightly in the 2

fewdecades,
horizontal
transport
ofheatbytheocean
will decades
between
1940
and1958.Regardless
ofwhether
the
notchange
significantly
anduptake
ofheatperturbations
by 1940
maximum
was
anunforced
fluctuation
oftemperature
or
theocean
beneath
them/xed
layer
willbeat a ratesimilar dueto a maximum
of some
climate
forcing,
oneeffect
of
to that of passivetracerssimulatedas a diffusiveprocess. that warm period is to reduce and perhaps eliminate any

Webelieve
thatthese
assumptions
givea global
result
which unrealized
greenhouse
warming
in1958.
is asreliable
aspresently
possible,
givenavailable
know- It would
be useful
to alsocarryoutsimulations
which
ledge
andmodeling
abilities
fortheocean;
in anycase,
this beginin saythe1800s,
thusreducing
uncertainties
dueto
approach
provides
a firstresultagainst
whichlaterresults possible
disequilibrium
in the initialconditions.
These
obtainedwith dynamically
interactive
oceanscan be experiments
wouldbeparticularly
appropriate
forextracting
compared.
empirical
information
on climatesensitivity
from the
However,
westress
thatourocean
model
yields
relativelyobserved
warming
in thepastcentury.Suchexperiments
smooth
surprise-free
temperature
trends.It excludes
the werebeyond
the capability
of ourcomputer
(circa1975

possibility
of shifts
in ocean
circulation
or in therateof Amdahl).Moreover,
because
of greater
uncertainties
in
deepwater
formation.
Thereis evidence
in paleoclimate
climate
forcings
before1958,suchexperiments
probably
recordsthat suchoceanfluctuations
haveoccurredin the

wouldnot yieldmorereliablepredictions
of futureclimate

past[Broecker
etal.,1985],
especially
in theNorthAtlantic, trends.
where, for example, a reduction in the rate of deepwater

formation
could
reduce
thestrength
of theGulfStream
and 6.5.Summary
thuslead to a coolingin Europe. We cautionthat our
oceanmodelassumptions
excludethe possibility
of such
sudden
shifts
in regional
orglobalclimate.
We alsostressthe importance
of measuring
the rate of
heat storagein the ocean. As discussed
earlierand by

Our modelresultssuggest
thatglobalgreenhouse
warming
will soonriseabovethe levelof naturalclimatevariability.
The singlebestplaceto searchfor the greenhouse
effect
appears
to be theglobalmeansurface
air temperature.
If it
risesand remainsfor a few yearsabovean appropriate
Hansenet al. [1985],on the timescaleof a few decades significance
level,whichwe havearguedis about0.4øCfor

thereis not necessarily
a greatdifference
in the sur- 99% confidence
(30),it will constitute
convincing
evidence
facetemperature
response
for a lowclimatesenitivity
(say of a cause
andeffectrelationship,
i.e.,a "smoking
gun,"in
1.5ø-2øC
for doubledCO2) and a high climatesensitivity current
vernacular.
(say4ø-5øC
for doubled
CO2). However,
thelargerclimate Confirmation
of the globalwarmingwill enhancethe
sensitivity
leads-toa higherrate of heat storagein the urgency
of innumerable
questions
aboutthepractical
impacts
ocean. Sincetheoretical
derivations
of climatesensitivity of futureclimatechange.Answersto thesequestions
will
dependso sensitively
on manypossibleclimatefeedbacks,
suchascloudandaerosolopticalproperties
[Some•¾ille
a•d
Remer,1984;Charlson
et al., 1987],the bestopportunity
for
major improvement
in our understanding
of climatesensitivityis probablymonitoring
of internaloceantemperature.
Suchmeasurements
wouldbe neededalongseveralsections

dependupon the detailsof the timing,the magnitudeand
the globaldistribution
of the changes
of manyclimateparameters,informationof a specificity
whichcannotpresently
be provided.Major improvements
are neededin our understandingof the climatesystemand our abilityto predict
climatechange.

crossing
the majoroceans.In principle,
the measurements We conclude
that thereis an urgentneedfor global
wouldonlybe neededat decadalintervals,
but continuous measurements
in orderto improveknowledge
of climate
measurements
arehighlydesirable
to average
outthe effect forcingmechanisms
and climatefeedback
processes.
The
oflocalfiuctuations.
expected
climatechanges
in the 1990spresentat oncea
great scientific opportunity, because they will provide a

6.4.b,itialConditio•,s
Because
of the longresponse
timeof the oceansurface
temperature,
the globalsurfacetemperature
can be in
substantial
disequilibrium
with the climateforcingat any

chance
to discriminate
amongalternative
modelrepresentations,anda greatscientific
challenge,
because
of demands
thatwill be generated
for improved
climateassessment
and
prediction.

given time. By initiating our experimentsin 1958 after a

longcontrolrun with 1958atmospheric
composition,
we

APPENDIX
A: OCEAN
MODEL
ANDOCEAN
DATA

implicitlyassumethat the oceantemperaturewas approxiThe seasonaltransportof heat in our ocean model is
mately in equilibriumwith the initial atmosphericcomposi- specifiedby the convergence
(or divergence)of heat at each
tion. Our results could be significantlymodified by a
ocean grid point, determinedfrom energy balance as the
differentassumption.For example,if there were substantial differencebetweenthe time rate of changeof heat storage
unrealized greenhousewarming in 1958 due to a steady
increaseof greenhouseforcingbetweenthe 1800sand 1958,
incorporationof that disequilibriumin our initial conditions
wouldhavecausedthe globaltemperatureto rise fasterthan
it did in our experiments.We initiated our experiments
in

and the heat fiux at the air sea interface. The heat
storageis calculatedfrom the Robinsonand Batter [1981]
ocean surface temperatures, the northern hemisphere
horizontal ice extent of Walsh and Johnson [1979], the
southernhemisphereice extent of Alexanderand Mobley

1958principally
because
thatis whenaccurate
CO2 measure- [1974],and mixed layer depthscompiledfrom National
ments began. However, 1958 also appearsto be a good
startingpoint to minimize the possibilityof a major dis-

Oceanographic
Data Center (NODC)bathythermographdata
[NationalOceanicand Atmospheric
Ad•ninistration(NOAA),
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1974]. The surfaceheat flux was saved from a 2 year run
of model II (paper 1) which used these monthly ocean
surface temperaturesas boundary conditions. Figure 1 of
paper 2 shows this surface heat flux. The calculation of
the ocean heat transport is described in more detail by
Russellet al. [1985],whoseFigure 5 showsthe geographical
distribution of the mixed layer depths for February and
August. The global area-weighted value of the annual
maximummixedlayerdepthis 127m.
The gross characteristicsof the ocean surface heat flux
and implied oceanheat transportappear to be realistic,with
heat gain and flux divergenceat low latitudesand heat loss
and flux convergenceat high latitudes. A comprehensive
comparisonof the annual ocean heat transportby Miller et
al. [1983] showsthat the longitudinallyintegratedtransport
in each ocean basin is consistentwith availableknowledge
of actualtransports.
In our 100-yearcontrol run there is no exchangeof heat
at the base of the mixed layer. In the experimentswith
varying atmosphericcomposition,we mimic, as a diffusion
process,the flux of temperature anomaliesfrom the mixed
layer into the thermocline. The thermocline, taken to be
the water below the annual maximum mixed layer, is
structured with eight layers of geometrically increasing

comparedin Figure B1, based on calculationswith a onedimensionalradiative-convective
(RC) model [Lacis et al.,

1981]. The followingformula.,'.
approximate
the ATo from
the 1D RC model within about 1% for the indicatedranges
of composition. The absoluteaccuracyof these forcingsis
of the order of 10% becauseof uncertaintiesin the absorption coefficientsand approximationsin the 1D calculations.

CO2

ro(X) = f(x)-f(xo);
f(x) = In (1 + 1.2x+ 0.005x
2 + 1.4x10'6x3);
xo = 315 ppmv, x _<1000ppmv

C%F2
aTo(x) = 0.084(X-Xo); x-xo _<2 ppbv
CC13F

aTo(x) = 0.066(X-Xo);x-xo _<2 ppbv
CH4

aTo = g(x,Yo)- g(Xo,Yo); x, xo _<5 ppmv
N20

thickness,with a total thicknessof about 1000 m.
An effective diffusion coefficient, k, is estimated below

the annualmaximummixedlayer of eachgrid point usingan
empiricalrelation betweenthe penetrationof transientinert
tracers and the local water column stability (paper 2), the
latter being obtained from the annual mean densitydistribution calculatedfrom Levitus [1982]. The resultingglobal
distributionof k is shownin Figure 15a of paper 2. There

aTo = g(Xo,Y) - g(Xo,Yo); Y,Yo -<5 ppmv
where, for CH4 and N20 , xo, Yo are reference amounts,
respectively,and

g(x,
y) = 0.394rø'66+0.16rexp(-l'6r)
1 + 0.169xø.62

+1.5561n[1
+y0.77
109'8+3'5y
100
+ 0.14y21

is a lowexchange
rate(k = 0.2 cm2s
'1) at lowlatitudes
and
a high exchangerate in the North Atlantic and southern
oceans,where convectiveoverturningoccurs. Note that k
is constant in time and in the vertical

direction.

- 0.014In [1+0.636(xy)
ø'75
+ 0.007x(xy)l'52];

The ocean temperature and the ocean ice state in the
transientexperimentsare computedbasedon energybalance. H2SO4 aerosols(20 km)
The specifiedconvergedoceanheat and the diffusioninto
,XTo(r
) = -5.8r;
the thermocline are depositedinto or removed from the
active mixed layer. The surface flux heats (or cools) the
H2SO4 aerosols
(0-2km)
open ocean and ocean ice in proportion to their exposed
aTo(r) = -6.5r;
areas. In addition,there is a verticalexchange(conduction)
of heat between

the ocean and the ice above it.

When the surfacefluxeswould cool the mixedlayer below
-1.6øC, the mixed layer stays at -1.6øC and ice with 1-m
thicknessis formed, growing horizontallyat a rate determined by energybalance. When the surfacefluxeswould
warm the ocean above 0øC, the ocean staysat 0øC until all
ice in the grid box is melted horizontally. Conductive
cooling at the ice/water interface thickensthe ice if the
ocean temperature is at -1.6øC. Leads are crudely represented by requiring that the fraction of open water in a

grid box not be lessthan 0.1/Zice,
whereZic
e is the ice
thickness
in meters(paper1).
APPENDIX

B: RADIATIVE

FORCINGS

Radiative forcing of the climate systemcan be specified

550nm) _<0.2

550nm) _<0.2

Solar irradiance

aTo(x) = 0.67x;

,XSo(%
) _<1%

Land albedo

ATo(x
) = -0.12x; x = A albedoof landarea_<0.1
Tracegas scenarios. Trace gas trends beginningin 1958

(whenaccurate
measurements
of CO2 began)were
estimated
from measurement data available in early 1983, when we
initiated

our

transient

simulations.

References

to

the

measurementsare given by Shands and Hoflh•an [1987].
Figure B2 summarizesthe estimateddecadalincrementsto
global greenhouseforcing. The forcingsshown by dotted
lines in Figure B2 are speculative;their effect was included
in scenario A but was excluded

in scenarios

B and C. The

by the globalsurfaceair temperature
change
ATo thatwould

CH4 forcing
in the 1980s
represents
a 1.5%yr-1 growth

be required to maintain energy balance with spaceif no
climatefeedbacksoccurred(paper2). Radiativeforcingsfor
a variety of changes of climate boundary conditions are

rate; recent data [Bolle et al., 1986, Blake and Rowland,

1987]suggest
thata 1.1%yr-1growthrateprobably
is more
realistic.
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Fig.B1. Globalmeanradiativeforcingof the climatesystem
for arbitrarychanges
of radiativeparameters.HereATo
is the temperaturechangeat equilibrium(t -* co)computedwith a 1D RC model for the specifiedchangein radiative

forcingparameter
withno climatefeedbacks
included;
ATo mustbe multipliedby a feedback
factorf to get the equilibrium surfacetemperaturechangeincludingfeedbackeffects(paper 2). Troposphericaerosolsare all placedin the lower

2 km of the atmosphere;
the desertaerosols
haveeffectiveradius/'eft• 2 /zmand singlescattering
albedoco= 0.8 at
wavelength
,• = 550 nm,whilethe sootaerosols
haveref
t = 1 /zmandco= 0.5. The landalbedochange
of 0.05is
implementedvia a changeof 0.015in the surfacealbedo,corresponding
to 30% land cover.

Specifically,
in scenario
A CO2 increases
as observed
by

yr4 in 1980,0.4%yr-1 in 2000,and 0.9%yr-1 in 2030.

Keeling for the interval 1958-1981 [Keelb,get al., 1982]

Potentialeffectsof severalother trace gases(suchas 03,

andsubsequently
with 1.5% yr-z growthof the annual stratospheric
H20, and chlorineand fluorinecompounds
increment.CC13F(F-11) and CC12F
2 (F-12) emissions
are otherthanCC13FandCC12F2)
are approximated
by multifrom reported rates [Chemical Manttfacture•:s
Association plying
theCC13F
andCC12F
2 amounts
by2.
(CMA)1982]andassume
3% yr-z increased
emission
in the
In scenario
B the growthof the annualincrement
of CO2
future, with atmosphericlifetimes for the gasesof 75 and
is reducedfrom 1.5% yr-1 todayto 1% yr-1 in 1990,
150 years,respectively.
CH4, basedon estimates
givenby 0.5%yr-1in 2000,and0 in 2010;thusafter2010the annual
Lacis et al. [1981],increasesfrom 1.4 ppbv in 1958 at a rate

increment
in CO2 is constant,
1.9ppmvyr-1. Theannual

of 0.6%yr-1 until1970,1% yr4 in the 1970sand1.5%yr-1 growthof CC13F
andCC12F
2 emissions
is reduced
from3%
thereafter.N20 increases
according
to the semiempiricalyr-1 todayto 2% yr-1 in 1990,1% yr4 in 2000and0 in
formulaof Weiss[1981],the rate being0.1% yr in 1958,0.2%

2010. The methaneannualgrowthrate decreases
from 1.5%
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yr-1todayto 1.0%in 1990and0.5%yr4 in 2000.N20

was introduced in the stratosphereof the tracer model at
the time and location of the volcanic eruptions of Agung
increasesare based on the formula of Weiss [1981], but
the parameter specifyingannual growth in anthropogenic (1963), Awu (1966), Fernandina(1968) and Fuego (1974).
emissiondecreasesfrom 3.5% today to 2.5% in 1990. The computed amount of tracer at Mauna Loa was then
1.5% in 2000, and 0.5% in 2010. No increasesare included
multiplied by the scale factor required such that the
for otherchlorofluorocarbons,
03, stratospheric
H20, or any computed transmissionequaled the mean measured transmission at Mauna Loa in the two years following the
othergreenhousegases.
In scenario
C the CO2 growthis the sameasin scenarios eruption; the modeled aerosol opacity is illustrated by the
A and B through 1985; between 1985 and 2000 the annual heavier line in Figure B3. The tracer model thus defined
CO2 increment
is fixedat 1.5ppmvyr4;after2000,CO2 the global distribution of aerosol optical depth for the
period1958-1979.
ceasesto increase, its abundanceremaining fixed at 368
The aerosolopticaldepthsfor E1 Chich6n,basedon early
ppmv. CC13Fand CC12F
2 abundances
are the sameas in

later
scenarios
A andB until 1990;thereafter,
CC13FandCC12F
2 reports (M.P. McCormick,private communication),
emissions
decrease
linearlyto zeroin 2000. CH4 abundance publishedby McCormicket al., [1984], were specifiedas
is the same as in scenarios A and B until 1980; between

1980and1990itsgrowthrateis 1%yr4;between
1990and

2000itsgrowth
rateis 0.5%yr4;after2000,CH4 ceases
to
increase,its abundanceremainingfixed at 1916 ppbv. As in
scenario B, no increases occur for the other chlorofluoro-

follows. For the first 6 months after the eruption, the
opacitywas uniformly distributedbetween the equator and
30øN, increasinglinearly from r=0 at the time of eruption
to r=0.25 3 months after the eruption and remaining
constantfor the next 3 months. Subsequently,the opacity

carbons,
03, stratospheric
H20, or any othergreenhouse was uniform from 90ø to 30øN and from 30øN to 90øS, but
gases.

Stratospheric
aerosolscenarios. The radiative forcing due
to stratospheric aerosols depends principally upon their
optical thicknessat visible wavelengths,their opacityin the
thermal infrared region, and their global distribution.
Because of the small size of long-lived stratospheric
aerosols,their effect on planetary albedo generallyexceeds
their effect on infrared transmission[Hansenet al., 1980].
Thus the most important aerosol radiative parameter is the
optical thicknessat visible wavelengths,r. We base the
estimated r before E1 Chich6n primarily on solar transmission measurementsat Mauna Loa [Mendonca, 1979],
together with calculationswith a 3D tracer model [Russell
and Lerner,1981].
The measuredoptical depth at Mauna Loa, after subtrac-

with 2 times greater r in the northern region than in the
southernregion. Beginning10 monthsafter the eruption,ß
decayedexponentiallywith a 12-monthtime constant.
The opticalpropertiesof the stratosphericaerosolsbefore
1982 are based on measurementsof Agung aerosols. The
size distributionwe used is that given by Toon and Pollack
[1976],which is basedon measurements
by Mossop[1964];it
has mean effectiveradius and variance[Hansenand Travis,

1974]of reff = 0.2 •tm and Vef
f = 0.6. Theseaerosols
are
assumedto be spheresof sulfuricacid solution(75% acidby
weight) with refractive index given by Palmer and Williams
[1975]. We used size data for the E1 Chich6n aerosols
basedon measurements
of Hoffman and Rosen[1983]. Their

May 1982data had reff = 1.4 •tm, Vef
f = 0.4, while their
October1982 data had reff = 0.5 •tm, Veff = 0.15. We

tion of the mean 1958-1962 value, which is assumed to
interpolatedlinearly betweenthesetwo size distributionsfor
representthe local backgroundvalue, is shown as the light the 6 month period April 1982 to October 1982, and
line in Figure B3. An arbitrary amount of tracer substance thereafter used the small-particle (October 1982) size
distribution. These various size distributionsyield the same
coolingat the Earth's surfaceas a function of r (• = 550
nm) within a few percent, as computedwith the 1D RC
0.04
model, but the large particles causea greater stratospheric
heating. For example, the May 1982 distributionyields a
AerosolOpticalDepth at MaunaLoa
warming of 5øC at 23 km, the October 1982 distribution
0.03
yields2øC,andthe Mossop[1964]aerosolsyield 1.5øC.
An extensivemeasurementcampaignwas mounted after
the E1 Chich6n eruption in 1982, which will allow a more
a:: 0.02
precise calculation of the geographicaland altitute distribution of the radiative forcing than for any previous
._o
volcano. We are workingwith J. Pollack and P. McCormick
to make use of the full data now available for a comprehensive study of the climate impact in that period.
However, the scenariosin our present simulationswere
defined in early 1983 when only sketchy data on the E1
Chich6n aerosolswere available, so the uncertaintyin the
aerosolforcing after E1 Chich6n in our presentsimulations
is comparableto that in the prior years.
1960
1965
1970
1975
1979
Dote
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